UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS
POLICY
Preamble

Uniform is an important aspect of St John’s Lutheran School, Eudunda, in that it assists in the development of a sense of unity and purpose in the development and maintenance of such qualities as self-respect, school pride and discipline.

In our school it has a special significance as it ‘identifies’ us as a 'special family of God' whose role is to be 'lights' in the community. For this reason it is doubly important that our children wear the uniform with pride.

It is therefore expected that all parents who enrol their children at this school comply with the uniform requirements as specified.

The students of St John's Lutheran School are expected to wear correct school uniform at all school times and at official school functions. If for some reason this is not possible on a particular occasion, parents are asked to send a note of explanation to the school.

ALL uniform items MUST be purchased from our School Uniform Shop, with the exception of footwear, hair accessories and sunglasses. ALL uniforms are expected to be clearly labelled. It is recommended that ‘Stuck On You’ clothing labels are used.

A selection of second hand clothing is also available at the Uniform Shop.

St John's Lutheran School depends very much on the support of parents in seeing that the uniform is worn correctly and that items clearly not in line with the values, ethos and tone of the school are not worn.

AVAILABILITY OF SCHOOL UNIFORM

SCHOOL UNIFORM SHOP – 2015

OPEN ON MONDAYS AND FRIDAYS between 8.30am and 9.30am

(During School Terms Only – other times as advertised in the Informer)
**GIRLS’ UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS:**

**GIRLS’ SUMMER - WORN IN TERMS ONE AND FOUR**

**DRESS:** Regulation blue check. Length to be at knee (at the discretion of the Principal if unsure)

**SOCKS:** Short plain white - can be worn pulled up or with one fold only

**SANDALS:** Any brand providing they have a metal buckle or velcro; they are to be chocolate brown; the heel is to be no higher than 3cm; the sole is not to be cork; they must have either a closed back or a strap behind the ankle. No reef/surf style permitted. Worn with or without socks

**SHOES:** Black leather lace up that take a shine. Heels no higher than 3cm (NO BLACK SPORTS STYLES PERMITTED)

**JUMPER:** Woollen or cotton blend, regulation V neck, dark royal blue with school logo

**HATS:** Bucket Hat with school logo

**SUNGLASSES:** Dark framed (optional) appropriate to the SunSmart Policy

**SCHOOL JACKET:** Can be worn as extra warmth over official school jumper outside the classroom.

**OFFICIAL SCHOOL FUNCTIONS:** Dress - short plain white socks - black leather lace up shoes (as above)

**GIRLS’ WINTER – WORN IN TERMS TWO AND THREE**

**PINAFORÉ:** Regulation grey blue check. Length to be below the knee but no longer than mid-calf. (Please note: The Pinafore is ‘compulsory’ for Reception, Year One, Year Two, and Year Three)

**SKIRT:** Regulation grey blue check. Length to be below the knee, but no longer than mid-calf

**JUMPER:** Woollen or cotton blend, regulation V neck, dark royal blue with school logo

**SHIRT:** Mid blue long sleeved JAK shirt

**SOCKS:** Grey - long or short

**TIGHTS:** Grey

**SHOES:** Black leather lace up that take a shine (as above)

**HATS:** Bucket Hat with school logo

**SCHOOL JACKET / BEANIE / SCARF (Optional):**

Can be worn as extra warmth over official school jumper outside the classroom.

**OFFICIAL SCHOOL FUNCTIONS:** Pinafore / Skirt - school jumper with logo - grey tights - long sleeved JAK shirt - black leather lace up shoes (as above)
BOYS' UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS:

BOYS' SUMMER – WORN IN TERMS 1 AND 4

SHORTS: Grey Midford gaberdine school short – full elastic
SHIRT: Mid blue short sleeved JAK shirt
TROUSERS: Grey Midford gaberdine school trouser – either fully elastic waist or half elastic back
SOCKS: Grey – long or short school sock
SANDALS: Any brand providing they have a metal buckle or velcro; they are to be chocolate brown; the heel is to be no higher than 3cm; the sole is not to be cork; they must have either a closed back or a strap behind the ankle. No reef / surf style permitted. Worn with or without socks. May be worn with shorts only.
SHOES: Black leather lace up that take a shine (NO BLACK SPORTS STYLES PERMITTED). May be worn with shorts or trousers
JUMPER: Woollen or cotton blend, regulation V neck, dark royal blue with school logo
HATS: Bucket hat with school logo
SUNGLASSES: Dark framed (optional) appropriate to the SunSmart Policy
SCHOOL JACKET: Can be worn as extra warmth over official school jumper outside the classroom.

OFFICIAL SCHOOL FUNCTIONS: Grey shorts - short sleeved JAK shirt – short grey socks – black lace up shoes (as above)

BOYS’ WINTER – WORN IN TERMS 2 AND 3

TROUSERS: Grey Midford gabardine school trouser – either fully elastic waist or half elastic back
SHIRT: Mid blue long sleeved JAK shirt
JUMPER: Woollen or cotton blend, regulation V neck, dark royal blue with school logo
SOCKS: Grey - Long or short
SHOES: Black leather lace up that take a shine (as above)
HATS: Bucket Hat with school logo
SCHOOL JACKET/BEANIE/SCARF (Optional):
Can be worn as extra warmth over official school jumper outside the classroom.

OFFICIAL SCHOOL FUNCTIONS: Grey trousers - long sleeved JAK shirt with school jumper with logo – black leather lace up shoes (as above)
SPORTS UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS:

SHIRT: Short or long sleeved Polo Shirt - navy with school logo
SHORTS: Sports Short - Ink navy with school logo
SOCKS: Plain white sport sock above ankle length.
SHOES: Sneakers – predominantly white – with white laces
JACKET: Ink navy with school logo – can be worn with or without sports windcheater
WINDCHEATER: Polo fleece – ink navy with school logo
PANTS: Track Pants - Plain ink navy
HATS: Bucket Hat with school logo (available at the Uniform Shop only)
SUNGLASSES: Dark framed (optional) appropriate to the SunSmart Policy

SCHOOL JACKET / BEANIE / SCARF (Optional):
Can be worn as extra warmth over official school jumper outside the classroom.

This uniform is to be worn for Interschool Competitions and weekly P.E. lessons. For the Interphase Sports Day and Swimming Carnival children MUST wear plain T-Shirts / Polo Shirts of the colour of the House they are representing. (Eckermann - red, Dutschke – navy blue, Ziersch - gold) (Dutschke students may wear the school sports polo top. Ziersch students are able to purchase the old yellow sports polo top).

HAIR:
- Hair should be neatly styled and kept clean.
- Hair which is shoulder length and below MUST be tied back and kept out of the face.
- NO artificial hair colour should be evident.
- No student’s hair to be cut shorter than 6mm (#2 clippers).
- Plain navy blue hair ties, clips, combs, bands, ribbons or fabric scrunchies may be worn. (Decorative and fashion items are not acceptable.)
- Plain gold or silver clips, thin black elastic hair ties and bobbie pins are also acceptable.

JEWELLERY:
- Wrist watches can be worn to school and the band colour must be plain brown, black, gold or silver and they can only be closed by a clasp or buckle fastener.
- Children may wear no more than one pair of earrings of plain gold or silver round studs or sleepers for pierced ears - no more than one earring in each ear lobe.
- A small, plain gold or silver cross no greater than 25mm in size can be worn on a fine gold or silver chain around the neck under the uniform as an optional extra.
- No other jewellery or nail polish will be permitted, with the exception of a Medic Alert Indicator.
SUMMER/WINTER CHANGEOVER:
Two weeks:
At the beginning of Term Two
and
At the beginning of Term Four
either the correct summer or the correct winter uniform must be worn during the changeover period.

*Updated February 2015*